Twelve Chinese Animals
Ram
Years: 1907, 1919, 1931, 1943, 1955, 1967, 1979, 1991, 2003, 2015, 2027, 2039, 2051, 2063, 2075, 2087
Ram is Yang and Eighth Sign of the Chinese Horoscope.
Positive Traits: Good Manners, Sensitivity, Invention, Taste, Whimsy, Perseverance
Short Comings: Tardiness, Parasitism, Lack of Foresight, Pessimism, Worry, Impracticality

Rams are considerate; they reflect before action, and are trying not to
hurt somebody else’s feelings. If Ram inadvertently emotionally
wounded someone most likely Ram would fess up and do the best to
achieve atonement. This is a characteristic that sees Ram through the
daily challenges that life offers. Empathy is very important to Ram
people and they cherish the approval of people they respect. But Rams
sometime demand too much attention and force too much attention on
those with whom they are close. Oftentimes their sensitivity is just too
delicate for this world, and it’s not unusual for a Ram to misread a
situation. This produces a sense of insecurity that fills them with the
need for love and the desire for being held and protected. Rams can
simply walk into an intricate predicament in which they can easily
become bogged down, with the result being that they begin to shy away
from confrontation. They shudder at the possibility of being identified with an unpopular
position. Ram people are very romantic, sweet and lovable and these traits combined with
their gentle and caring nature make them very attractive to the opposite sex. Because of a
tendency to be in charge and knowing what’s best for the loved one Rams and their partners
will find particular benefit in the Chi Kung posture, the Golden Turtle. When Ram discovers
the rootedness of his physical being while being pushed and it will be much easier to let go of
the emotional baggage that has been weighing so heavily on Rams spirit. Ram people are
very creative and this should not be suppressed. They love beautiful objects and find great
satisfaction in crafting harmonious art works. Family and colleagues may view their absentmindedness as thoughtlessness, but Ram people would never intentionally try to hurt a loved
one or friend. Rams compassionate, mothering nature strengthens the family ties. Boars and
Rabbits make good match-ups for Ram people. Because of Rams emotional vulnerability The
Inner Smile and Six Healing Sounds are required, not suggested, but required. Another view
of people born under the Year of the Ram suggests that they simply want to be left alone to
live out their lives in peace and harmony. Ram people are calm and tranquil, doing their best
to avoid drama at every turn. These relaxed people are content to go with the flow and will
avoid creating an upsetting scene whether at work or at home. While being easy-going is
admirable, striving to evade conflict at all costs can be costly. Here’s what a thumbnail sketch
of Ram might look like: Ram people are elegant, charming, artistic, gifted and fond of nature.
Ram people are also very delicate and very creative, but often insecure. Ram people are
often dreamers, and sometimes can be very pessimistic and become over-anxious worriers.
Sometimes Ram people are seen as lazy. Due to their indecisive nature, Ram people enjoy
studying the esoteric, and always want to know more about the unknown. Therefore Rams
are good at being astrologers or fortune tellers. Ram people are very romantic, sensitive,
sweet and darling. In a relationship, they can be over-bearing and lazy, but with their gentle
and caring nature, it is difficult for others to resist the Ram.

